SIZES
• Stamped metal spools are available in various sizes and combinations of flange diameters, barrel diameters, and barrel lengths. They can be shipped assembled or unassembled.

FLANGE MATERIALS
Plain
• Tin plate flanges with a gray steel finish
Lithographed
• This version is based on one-color or two-color printing with a plain background or on a solid color background
Solid Color
• This version is based on the flange being one color with no tin plate or gray background

Sizes
• Made from 26 gauge or 29 gauge steel

BARRELS
• Traverses on the 1⅛" barrel diameter are available in lengths from 1" to 13"
• Traverses on the 3⅛" barrel diameter are available in lengths from 2" to 14"

ARBOR HOLE
• Standard arbor hole size is ¾". Please ask for quotation if other arbor size is needed.

COST SAVINGS
• The unassembled version can provide cost savings through reduced freight charges and inventory space. High speed and manual equipment are available through us for easy assembly in your plant.

FLAT OR PANELED SURFACES
Flat
• This surface allows the customer to attach labels for identification
Paneled
• This surface provides additional strength and rigidity

LITHOGRAPHY
• Metal spools also offer the additional option of having your company name and/or logo printed on the spool. Our custom lithography service will meet the most exacting demands.